BUILDING A FOUNDATION FOR SECURE, TRUSTED COMPUTING BASES

CHERI
This model has many advantages and has served us well for many years, but it also suffers from serious disadvantages. Multiple classes of memory corruption bugs including buffer overflows are consistent sources of vulnerabilities despite years of work to address them. As a community, we employ many mitigation techniques such as address-space layout randomization (ASLR) and compartmentalization (also known as privilege-separation), but these have significant costs. ASLR has a non-negligible performance overhead, provides protection that is statistical not absolute, and certain common programming models such as pre-fork servers allow efficient automated attacks. Compartmentalization limits the impact of failures of other mitigations by confining risky parts of programs to environments where their privilege is limited. On compartmentalizing software, programmers transform programs into distributed computations, increasing context switch overhead and TLB pressure while converting single-address-space programs into distributed systems with all the attendant complexity. This means compartmentalization is commonly used only where it is a trivial match to the application’s programming model (uniq(1)) or where vulnerabilities would be the most critical (sshd(1), Chrome, or Firefox).

Developed under the auspices of the DARPA CRASH (Clean-slate design of Resilient, Adaptive, Secure Hosts) program, CHERI (Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions) is a hardware/software co-design project that challenges the assumptions we’ve made about hardware software interfaces for the last 40-plus years. We have developed extensions to the MIPS64 ISA that provide robust, fine-grained, hardware-enforced, process-scope memory capabilities that enforce object boundaries and permissions in a manner compatible with C pointers. We have further extended these capabilities to provide robust, efficient, in-process compartmentalization. Our extensions are implemented as a MIPS coprocessor allowing incremental deployment of CHERI features.
To develop and demonstrate these features, we have implemented an FPGA soft-core CPU, ported FreeBSD to it, and extended FreeBSD with support for CHERI capabilities [Woodruff]. We have added support to LLVM and Clang to use capabilities in C, both a hybrid mode where specially annotated pointers become capabilities and another where all pointers are capabilities [Chisnall]. Additionally, we have extended our FreeBSD port (CheriBSD) to support in-process compartmentalization of code and demonstrated the viability of the approach with the tcpdump program and zlib library [Watson].

**CHERI Capabilities**

CHERI capabilities are unforgeable references to regions of virtual address space. They are stored in memory accompanied by a tag bit that verifies their validity (vs. some arbitrary arrangement of bits) and are manipulated in special capability registers. Capabilities contain a base, length, offset relative to the base, permissions, and a type. Instructions that manipulate capabilities may only shrink the region bounced by the base and length or reduce permissions. Attempts to increase the scope or permissions of a capability raise a hardware exception. Thus, capabilities provide monotonically decreasing rights.

All memory accesses are performed through a capability. This may occur directly via new capability-based load and store instruction or indirectly via the default data capability (DDC). When running capability-unaware or hybrid programs, DDC is set to a capability with rights to the whole address space. This allows all legacy load and store instructions to work as expected in hybrid or pure-MIPS binaries.

Because all memory accesses are via capabilities, the portion of address space that is reachable by a given thread is the transitive closure of the address space reachable by the set of capabilities in the register file. That is to say, all memory that can be accessed by a capability currently in the register file or via a capability that can be loaded from the memory the register file grants access to. Thus, compartmentalization can be achieved by transforming the contents of the register set. This is achieved with the `CCall` instruction, which takes a paired code and data capability having the same type, stores the current register contents, and sets up a new register set executing in the code capability and having access to argument registers and registers specified in the data capability. To exit a sandbox, a `CReturn` instruction restores the register set from a trusted stack.

In our primary prototype, capabilities are 256 bits and strongly aligned with a tag bit stored in a separate, inaccessible portion of DRAM. The current layout is shown in the figure below.

![Capability Layout](image)

The primary overhead of using capabilities comes from the increased memory and especially cache footprint of code where pointers become capabilities. Pointer-intensive benchmarks have measurable overhead, but thus far real-world programs such as tcpdump show no significant penalty.

**C Support**

Unlike many past capability systems, we designed CHERI capabilities with the explicit goal of using them as C pointers. This has had considerable impact on our ISA and the contents of our capabilities. Most significantly, our capabilities include not only base and length, but offset, because real-world C programs often temporarily address values outside their allocated range.
Our initial focus on supporting capabilities in C was adding a new annotations __capability to pointers that we wished to restrict. For example, we annotated a version of tcpdump where we protected the packet pointer preventing out-of-bounds access from producing spurious results. The thousands of lines requiring annotation and the thousands of merge conflicts produced in the first import of a new tcpdump code base convinced us that a pure-capability mode was required for CHERI to be usable. We can currently compile nearly all C code in pure-capability mode and do so for most compartmentalized code. We continue to use hybrid mode in support code in libc that must be capability aware, and in transitions between MIPS64 and pure-capability code (usually around the edges of compartmentalized code).

Supporting CHERI capabilities as pointers also has a number of ABI subtleties that are beyond the scope of this article.

CheriBSD

To ensure that our ideas are truly viable, we have made it a goal from the start to run a real operating system and application stack on CHERI and to allow incremental adoption of CHERI features in software. To this end, we first brought up FreeBSD on CHERI adding support for those features required to support our prototype board without support for capabilities [Davis]. We separately added kernel support for running programs containing capabilities. This includes process startup, context switch code, signal handling, and debugging. The table below shows a breakdown of the modest set of changes required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Files Modified</th>
<th>Lines Added</th>
<th>Lines Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headers</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1,424</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHERI initialization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context management</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception handling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory copying</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual memory</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object capabilities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System calls</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal delivery</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process monitoring/debugging</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel debugger</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To support hybrid capability programs, we modified libc slightly to make memory manipulation function (memcpy(), memmove(), qsort()) capability aware to allow structures to contain capabilities. With these changes we continue to support unmodified MIPS64 binaries, and, in fact, most of our userspace programs are capability aware only in so far as it is easier (and potentially faster due to copying more bytes per instruction) to unconditionally use capability-aware memory manipulation functions. We have also provided capability aware variants of string and memory manipulation functions. For example, a capability aware (and thus memory-safe) strcpy_c() implementation is shown below.

```c
__capability char *
strcpy_c(__capability char * __restrict to,
    __capability const char * __restrict from)
{
    __capability char *save = to;
    for (; (*to = *from); ++from, ++to);
    return(save);
}
```

Due to the initially weak support for MISP64 in clang we modified the FreeBSD build system to allow select libraries to be built with our modified clang version while compiling the rest of the system with the
base gcc. We have also modified the build system to build pure-capability versions to all libraries similar to the way the normal build system builds 32-bit versions of libraries on 64-bit systems. This both allows us to more thoroughly test compiler support and to link unmodified libraries into compartmentalized sections of code that use pure-capability mode.

libcheri

Compartmentalization in CheriBSD is currently implemented in the libcheri library. It provides an interface to load sandbox classes and create sandbox objects. Sandbox objects are effectively mini-address spaces within a process—libcheri maps a region of address space, loads a compartmentalized object into it, and securely calls methods implemented by that object. In our current implementation, compartmentalized code is typically pure-capability code in order to take advantage of memory safety guarantees and to simplify passing of capabilities from outside the sandbox, but other models are possible. For example, a bit of wrapper code could allow an unmodified 32-bit library to run in a sandbox within a 64-bit program.

Conceptually, libcheri sandboxes are libraries with the added twist that multiple instances of each library can be instantiated and those instances can fail and be reset independently. This allows risky code such as tcpdump packet decoding or zlib decompression to be placed in a sandbox where failure has reduced consequences as the sandboxed code has no direct ability to make system calls and greatly reduced ability to impact the main process.

We have used libcheri compartmentalization to protect the main tcpdump process (often run as root!) from the packet dissection and printing code (handcrafted C to process untrustworthy and frequently corrupt data from the network). We are able to protect against a wide range of attack models from simple crashes to infinite loop-based denial of service attacks and even supply chain attacks where a packet triggers a bug in a malicious dissector. With these changes active, the impact of a crashing or denial of service bug is limited to the loss of formatted output for the given packet and a brief slowdown as we reload the sandbox instance.

In addition to protecting applications like tcpdump from their internals, we have also implemented library compartmentalization where we present an API- and ABI-compatible interface to a compartmentalized zlib library. This allows completely unmodified, dynamically linked gzip, gif2png, and similar programs to gain the benefits of a compartmentalized and memory safe zlib without even recompiling. This strategy of library compartmentalization allows the effort of compartmentalization to benefit as many consumers as possible with the least effort.

Contributions to FreeBSD

In the course of our work on CHERI and CheriBSD, we have contributed a number of changes back to FreeBSD. During our initial bring-up, we improved support for CFI flash devices, ported support for Flat Device Trees and the FreeBSD boot loaders to MIPS, and generally improved MIPS support. We have merged this work upstream as well as drivers for specific Altera and Terasic hardware on our Terasic DE4 reference board.

As we’ve worked on CHERI, our stricter interpretation of the C standard has found occasional correctness issues in code in FreeBSD. As we’ve found general issues, we’ve merged these changes as they will benefit both potential CHERI-based platforms and other memory safety systems like Intel’s MXP once C language support is implemented.

We have also supported the development of QEMU user mode support to allow us to build packages for use on our FPGAs. Building packages on embedded boards like the EdgeRouter™ Lite is slow, but building them on a 100Mhz FPGA with slow I/O is completely impractical and so we’ve had to support the creation of new infrastructure.

Finally, should hardware implementations of CHERI emerge, CheriBSD stands ready as a reference platform and a base for mainline CHERI support in FreeBSD.

Future Work

We are currently exploring a new system call interface where system call argument pointers are capabili-
ties. This will allow us to run significant numbers of unmodified programs in pure-capability mode. Our hope is that we can build and safely run a FreeBSD userspace with full spatial memory in the near future. We expect to find a number of subtle bugs as we enforce bounds on such a large codebase.

Library compartmentalization is a powerful tool for improving the safety of diverse codebases. We have implemented a number of compartmentalization prototypes, but need to port a wider range of libraries. Doing so will help us determine the sorts of tools we need to develop to ease the process. We have already done some work in this area with our SOAAP project [Gudka], but have mostly focused on application compartmentalization. Library compartmentalization poses a similar but related set of issues. In some cases, it may be practical and advisable to implement process-based library compartmentalization for some libraries. Libraries with buffer-based interfaces such as zlib are ill-suited to this, but libraries with stream-oriented interfaces may achieve reasonable performance even in a process-oriented environment.

As cache pressure is one of the main performance impacts of CHERI, we are currently perusing a 128-bit compressed capability model for CHERI. Our experiments show this lowers the overhead significantly at the cost of a loss of granularity for large objects. We hypothesize that the loss of granularity largely maps to existing practices of rounding up allocations, but work is ongoing to confirm this.

**Further Reading**

This article only scratches the surface of our work on CHERI. Our three conference papers cover it in much greater detail and show the evolution of our ideas as we have developed more software support. The *CHERI capability model: Revisiting RISC in an age of risk* [Woodruff] covers the key memory safety properties of CHERI. *Beyond the PDP-11: Processor support for a memory-safe C abstract machine* [Chisnall] shows changes required to implement C on top of CHERI. Finally, *CHERI: A Hybrid Capability-System Architecture for Scalable Software Compartmentalization* [Watson-Oakland] details our compartmentalization strategy.

Those interested in the nuts and bolts of the ISA may find *Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions: CHERI Instruction-Set Architecture* [Watson-ISA] to be of interest.

**Trying CHERI**

We have released a QEMU implementation of CHERI which tracks our Cheribsd, Clang, and LLVM progress on our Github repository https://github.com/CTSRD-CHERI/.

We have made our CHERI CPU FPGA implementation and snapshots of related software available as open source at http://chericpu.org. FPGA releases are infrequent and lag the current state of development. If you have a need for the FPGA version, please contact us.
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